
April 30, 2022

The Economics and Management Doctoral Student Council at LUSEM (EDR) has read with great

interest the self-evaluation report on Research Education in Research Policy by LUSEM´s Department

of Business Administration. We acknowledge the high quality of education in the Research Policy PhD

program and are looking forward to a fruitful collaboration with the department to further improve

it.

A key challenge highlighted in the report is that the program attracts few people who would like to

remain in academia after graduation. The report discusses that this is potentially due to Research

Policy being a small subject, especially in Sweden as, e.g., there are no Bachelor and Master

programs. Instead, most graduates start working outside academia upon graduation.

EDR believes that Ph.D. programs should prepare graduates for careers both inside and outside

academia. As such, we do not view the choice of Ph.D. graduates in Research Policy to leave academia

as something negative. Instead, we would like to highlight that LUSEM could further facilitate the

process of finding employment outside academia. In this respect, EDR appreciates that LUSEM is

planning a Career Day for the autumn of 2022. While this concerns all PhD programs at LUSEM, we

hope that this Career Day will be a yearly event. Specifically, we suggest the following topics for this

event as according to our insights they are of most relevance for LUSEM Ph.D. students:

● Round table with previous graduates from all departments working outside academia

● Workshop with the Career Service on how to write a good CV and cover letter

● Workshop regarding what business cases are and how to solve them (since those are

increasingly required during recruitment)

● Mock interviews and a guided process of how to do a “self inventory” with the Career Service

We are happy to discuss these points with the LUSEM management and help organize the day.

To increase the attractiveness of an academic career after graduating from Research Policy, EDR

believes that the available exchange programs at Lund University could be marketed more to the

students. The report points out that most academic jobs in Research Policy are available only on the

international job market. Connecting early with potential employers is thus necessary. Actively

marketing the different funding opportunities for such exchanges would be a first step in enabling an

international academic career in Research Policy.
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We thank the Department of Business Administration and the group of external evaluators for

considering our comments. We are looking forward to further discussing these points and a fruitful

collaboration.

Sincerely for the Council,

Vinzent Ostermeyer

(Chair of The Economics and Management Doctoral Student Council)
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